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Abstract: New giant piezoelectric factor 
materials such as PMN-PT and PZN-PT were 
researched during the last decade and are 
actually becoming commercially available. As 
they seem very attractive for actuator designs, 
we studied their potential in replacing PZT 
ceramics. In a first comparative approach, we 
tested a series of classic rectangular composite 
bimorph structures of different combinations of 
thicknesses. The goal consisted in evaluating the 
quantitative improvement in terms of maximum 
displacement range and blocking force value. 
The resulted ratio is situated between 3 to 5.  
Given the very high coupling factor of PMN-PT 
and PZN-PT that may reach 0.97 (the PZT 
ranges around 0.3), we noticed large differences 
between the existing analytical results and the 
finite elements simulations performed under 
COMSOL Multiphysics, which finally, for this 
type of materials, proved to be much more 
reliable. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the recent years there has been an 
increasing interest in growing and characterizing 
of xPb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–(1-x)PbTiO3 (PMN–PT) 
[1][2][3] and of xPb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3–(1-x)PbTiO3 
(PZN–PT) [4][5] solid solutions.  Initially used 
as ceramic, they can be actually grown into 
single crystals by modified Bridgman or solid-
state single crystal growth methods. These 
materials exhibit ultra-high piezoelectric 
properties for compositions near morphotropic 
phase boundary which is located at x=65% for 
PMN-PT and x=91.5% for PZN-PT. Compared 
to best PZT [6] ceramics, they are roughly 3 to 5 
times more piezoelectric, finding early actuating 
applications [7]. Electro-mechanical coupling 
coefficients are very high, usually ranging from 
0.8 up to 0.97. Reported density is higher than 
that of PZT ceramics, of around 8060-8200 

kg/m3. Electrostrictive properties are also 
important, being already subject to few 
applications such as [8].  Dielectric constants are 

also higher than that of PZT: for instance T
33ε  

can exceed a value of 7500. As drawbacks, they 
are more mechanically fragile, their compliance 
is higher, and bipolar capability is limited. Their 
compliance coefficients are 2-3 times higher,  
suggesting that these single-crystal materials are 
best suited to low induced-stress, high strain and 
deflection applications as in the case of 
composite bimorph actuators. An accurate 
modeling of these materials is recommended to 
estimate the performance increase related to the 
optimal design. 

Replacing PZT ceramics with the new 
generation of giant piezoelectric coefficient 
materials will primarily allow an increased 
displacement range for the same electric field or 
a reduction of the working voltage for the same 
displacement.  Secondly, being monocrystalline, 
materials like PMN-PT and PZN-PT are more 
compatible with microtechnology processes. 

We considered a simple composite bimorph 
(also called “unimorph”) design for these 
preliminary tests, as in figure 1.a. The 
piezoelectric layer is considered fixed, of 100µm 
thick. The passive substrate is varying between 5 
and 150 µm. An optimum thickness ratio exists 
for each pair of material/substrate (figures 2-5). 
First, the materials had to be defined into the 
program and then a series of comparative 
analytical and COMSOL simulations were 
performed. 

 
Legend: 1 - piezoelectric material layer, 2 – passive  material 

(usually metal), 3 – thin film electrodes, 4 – conductive 
adhesive layer 

 
Figure 1.  Cross section of different piezoelectric 
bender structures: a) composite bimorph (unimorph), 
b) three-layer bimorph, c) two-layer bimorph. 

Excerpt from the Proceedings of the COMSOL Conference 2009 Milan



 
Figure 2. A composite bimorph piezo-cantilever 
model with Silicon substrate a) under external 
blocking force and b) free ended. Dimensions are 
5.0x0.3x0.14mm3. 

 
The clamped-free bending structure is 

evaluated in free displacement condition (figure 
2.a) and in blocking force at null displacement 
condition (figure 2.b). 

 
2. Considered piezoelectric materials  
 

The substrate was considered a [110] silicon 
wafer. Several material types have been tested: 
1. PZT-5H from [11] which is one of the most 
advanced types of soft PZT ceramics. 

Piezoelectric transverse coefficient equals  31d = 

-274⋅10-12 m/V ; 2
11
ps =  16.5⋅10-12 m2/N ;  

2. PMN-30PT poled along [001] which proves a 
larger transverse piezoelectric coefficient but 
also a larger compliance than the above PZT: 

31d = -921⋅10-12 m/V; 2
11
ps = 52⋅10-12 m2/N ;  

material constants were entered from ref. [1]. 
3. PMN-29PT poled along [011] from [3]. This 
type of poling is quite particular for these 
domain engineered single crystals. It enables a 
large negative transverse piezoelectric 

coefficient in Y-direction ( 32d ) and a smaller 

and positive 31d  coefficient. We used the 

following constants: 32d = -1883⋅10-12 m/V; 
2

22
ps = 112⋅10-12 m2/N . 

4. PZN-7PT poled along [001]. Although less 
available on the market than their homologue 
PMN-PT, due to growth and mechanical stability 
problems, we simulated from [4] the following 

constants: 31d = -1204⋅10-12 m/V; 2
11
ps =  85.9⋅ 

10-12 m2/N. 
5. PZN-7PT poled along [011] and analogue to 

the above PMN-29PT [011] possess also 

important piezoelectric properties: 32d = -

1460⋅10-12 m/V, data from [5]. 
 
3. Analytical simulations 
 
3.1 Background formulae 

 
Let us consider a blocked-free beam of 

length L and width w. Passive material is 
denoted as p1 and piezoelectric material is 
denoted as p2 ; their related thickness is hp1 and 
hp2 respectively. Length is along X-axis while 
the Z-azis is vertical to the beam. 

For the analytical formulation of the problem 
we will reference to the sets of constitutive 
equations developed by W.G. Smits and W-S. 
Choi [9] and by M. S. Weinberg [10]. 

The constituent equations set of Smits [9] 
applies for directly for composite bimorphs at 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Starting from the 
well-known piezoelectric strain-charge coupled 
equations, the energy density is integrated and 
summed for the piezoelectric and the passive 
element. Then the canonical conjugates with the 
external quantities (voltage, momentum etc.) are 
determined by partial derivatives, providing 
elements for a constitutive matrix.  

Tip displacement zδ  is described as a 

function of the following external quantities: a 
mechanical moment M, an external transverse 
force Fz at the free end of the beam, a uniform 
load p and an electrical voltage Vz: 
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Resulted blocking force BzF  is:  
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M. Weinberg [10] presented a rather different 
approach, more related to structural mechanics 
and dedicated for multilayer beams. Constitutive 
equations set was extended to include axial 



tension/compression. Neutral axis is determined, 
then piezoelectric axial force and torque per unit 
voltage. Curvature related to different parameters 
is derived and constitutive coefficients are 
provided. If we particularize the Weinberg 
equations for the multilayer structures to the 
given case, displacement zδ  is: 
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is the neutral fiber position (the origin of the Z-
axis is considered at the interface). 

Even though the deriving methods of zδ and 

BzF  are different, simulations showed identical 

results. The free displacement varies with the 
square of the length L while the blocking force 
depends linearly of the width w and is inversely 
proportional with the cubic length. 

 
3.2 Analytical results 

 
We consider fixed piezoelectric layer 

thickness  hp2= 100µm.an electric field of           
8 kV/cm in the polarization direction, Geometry 
is L=5.0 mm by w= 0.3 mm. Passive layer 
thickness hp1 is considered as variable and its 
optimum value for the five given material from 
Section-2 is investigated.  

As seen from figure 3, optimal Silicon layer 
thickness for best PZT-5H bending strain is 32 

µm, for PMN-30PT [001] it is 19 µm  and  for 
PMN-29PT [011] it shows 13µm. In the case of 
the PZN-7PT [001] and [011] optimal silicon 
thickness are 15 µm and 14 µm respectively. 
Smaller stiffness coefficients of PMN-PT and 
PZT-PT than PZT favour displacement to 
blocking force (smaller blocking force gain, 
figure 4), which, however, is not a real drawback 
for microactuator applications. Maximum ratio 
of displacement gain is 3.5 for PMN-30PT [001] 
(actuator along X-direction) and 8.2 in the case 
of PMN-29PT [011] (actuator along Y-
direction).  

 
Figure 3. Analytical comparative diagram of zδ  free 

tip displacement. Piezoelectric layer is 0.1 mm thick, 
length is 5 mm, width is 0.3 mm and applied voltage 
80V. Silicon layer thickness hp1 is varied from 5 to 
150 µm. 
 

 
Figure 4. Analytical comparative diagram of FBz free 
tip displacement. Same conditions and legend as in 
figure 3. 



 
 

4. COMSOL Simulations 
 
 

Figures 5 and 6 depict simulation results 
performed by COMSOL analysis considering the 
same bimorphs as in previous section. Results 
show that blocking force obtained with FEM is 
similar to the analytical ones. However, 
significant differences in terms of maximum free 
tip displacement is noticed, which is lower 
especially for PMN-PT and PZN-PT. The 
relative difference between FEM and analytical 
results reach -37%, -69%, -50% and -58% for 
PMN-30PT[001], PMN-29PT[011], PZN-
7PT[001] and PZN-7PT[011] respectively. For 
PZT-5H the difference is more acceptable, of 
around -11%. 

Several arguments may explain these 
differences. First, Smits and Choi [1] as well as 
Weinberg [10] methods treat in-plane problems 
where electric field distribution is like that from 
a plane capacitor. The effect of mechanical strain 
and stress on electric field is not taken into 
account. Also, analytical methods don’t take into 
account the electromechanical coupling factor 

TEsdk 33113131 ε=  that influences on electrical 

displacement.  For PZT-5H k31 equals 0.38 and 
for [001]-poled single crystals it larger: 0.49 and 
0.58 for PMN-30PT and PZN-7PT respectively. 
For materials poled along [011], homologue k32 
factors are 0.94  and 0.86 for PMN-29PT and 
PZN-7PT. There is a correlation between  these 
coupling factor values and differences noticed 
and depicted the paragraph above. Obviously, 
working expressions (1) and (7) miss out those 
coupling coefficients that over-estimate the 
electrical field and increase the actual 
mechanical stiffness. Finally, for the analytical 
methods, the neutral fiber position is fixed. 
However, in fact, for composite bimorph design 
and especially for high coupling factor materials, 
the neutral fiber position is varying according to 
the applied voltage. Hence, the immediate 
consequence is the reduction of the free tip 
displacement.  

Notice that in our case, the utilized width (0.3 
mm) is quite comparable to total thickness 
(0.11…0.25 mm). The analysis of such a case 

should be done with 3D rather than actual 2D 
boundary conditions. This is why the differences 
between analytical and FEM methods are 
primarily explained by inherent simplifications 
of analytical model. While FEM method treats 
the coupling problem more “rigorously”, in 3D, 
the lateral deformations are not taken into 
account by analytical methods. Hence, there 
exists a curvature in the YZ cross-section of the 
cantilever, due to interfacial stress between 
piezoelectric of the silicon layers, that analytical 
methods do not take into account. 

 
Figure 5. Free tip displacement w.r.t substrate 
thickness (FEM analysis). Same conditions and legend 
as in figure 3. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Blocking force w.r.t passive Si substrate 
thickness  (FEM analysis). Same conditions as in 
figure 4. Same legend as in figure 3. 

 
 
 



5. Conclusions 
 

In the present work we evaluated the 
actuating performances of the monocrystalline 
giant piezoelectric coupling factor materials 
known as PMN-PT and PZN-PT. The new 
material constants were defined under COMSOL 
Multiphysics. Alternate analytical simulations 
were performed under Matlab. The substrate was 
considered the Silicon, in an attempt for future 
PiezoMEMS devices. Compared to the regular 
PZT ceramics, the expected gain in terms of free 
displacement is between 200% and 300% and in 
terms of blocking force between 10% and 100%. 

There was noticed a very large difference 
between the analytical results and the finite 
elements ones. In fact, analytical methods fail to 
accurately model the electric fields of these high 
coupling coefficient materials. Also, neither 
interface stress nor lateral deformations are taken 
into account by the analytical formulae. Finite 
elements results should be considered as most 
appropriate.  
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